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Einstein with a “Thonet Model 14” chair. Madrid, 1923
(https://sillatea.com/blog/silla-thonet-style)

Basilica di San Giorgio Maggiore and Zitelle Church. Venice, Italy, 2007
(© Á.A.R.)

This photograph of Albert Einstein with a chair inspired by 
the legendary “Thonet Mod 14” could be a good metaphor 
for the intellectual revolution that modern design brought 
about. The photograph was taken in Madrid in 1923, when 
Thonet furniture was already well known in many European 
countries. Perhaps the eminent German physicist wanted to 
pay homage to his fellow citizen and pay tribute to the ideas 
symbolised by this brilliant discovery for contemporary fur-
niture. 
Since the end of the 19th century, some 4,000 pieces a day 
had been produced in Europe, inspired by the Thonet Model 
14 chair, which was appreciated by users for its storage ca-
pacity, its adaptability for transport and its ease of assembly. 
Known as “the chair of chairs”, it received the Gold Medal at 
the 1867 Paris International Exhibition and produced more 
than 50 million units in all the world’s markets, changing 
the mentality of mass-produced furniture. It was admired by 
many artists of the time, such as the architect Le Corbusier 
who defined it as one of the “most elegant and best con-
ceived, most precise in its execution and excellently func-
tional”.
Invited by the Spanish King Alfonso XIII, Einstein arrived in 
Spain on 21 February 1923, two years after receiving the No-
bel Prize for Physics. For two weeks he visited the cities of 
Barcelona, Zaragoza and Madrid and gave several lectures. 
There is a great deal of bibliographical and newspaper ma-
terial on that trip and all his experiences were reported in 
the press, although his theories were relegated to scientific 
circles. But a picture is often worth a thousand words, and 
this photograph could serve as a tribute to the elegance and 
capacity of human beings to fuse ethics and aesthetics.

Chair Model 14, Michael Tonet, 1859

How will we live together? What will be the future of beau-
tiful Venice? Will this city, witness to our history, as singular 
as it is proud, always be there, or will it have succumbed to 
the definite flooding of its streets, its squares, its bridges, its 
churches? How will we inhabit this unique place to save it 
from the many dangers that threaten it, to regenerate it and 
keep it alive?
Stepping out of the modern Contemporary Art Centre de-
signed by Tadao Ando and looking out over the channel is 
something almost sublime, oblivious to worldly debates and 
gloomy thoughts. To watch the twilight fall here, at the Pun-
ta della Dogana, is to merge again and again with culture, 
art, nature, tradition and modernity, vibrating every minute, 
breathing slowly and admiring the evocative skyline of the 
Basilica di San Giorgio Maggiore and the Zitelle Church in 
the distance. The boats roar gently and trace patterns on the 
water, amidst birdsong and the murmurs of lovers sitting 
on the boats at the quay. It is a unique landscape where 
time seems to stand still; a magical light in the darkness of 
our days that illuminates the hopes of coexistence in the 
world; a hymn to illusion that allows us to continue believ-
ing in the capacity of human beings to rethink alternatives 
to climate change and to reflect more and better on our 
tomorrow through architecture, collectivity and lifelong ed-
ucation.

Cultural Heritage in Venice
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This furniture specifically created for the Hill House (re-
garded as Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s domestic master-
piece) remains an interior design classic, with the Mack-
intosh Hillhouse chair being one of its most convenient 
chairs, combining aesthetic beauty and practicality (Wiki-
pedia Contributors, 2021). The iconic chair reflects Charles 
Rennie Mackintosh’s style and his fearless approach to the 
most challenging manufacturing processes. The linear, geo-
metric form is evocative of the minimal, abstract lines of 
Japanese graphics, which confers a figurative symbolic val-
ue to the piece’s striking visual impact (Hill House 1, n.d.). 
The request to create a strong aesthetic impression within 
the home was what drove Mackintosh to extend the back 
of the chair (which was originally meant to be shorter), ac-
centuating its inherently dramatic look (Wikipedia Contrib-
utors, 2021). In doing so, he created one of his best known 
and globally respected pieces (M H Furniture Holdings Ltd, 
n.d.). High backed and deeply impressive, the Hill House 
chair demands the user to sit tall and proudly, offering ex-
cellent postural support (M H Furniture Holdings Ltd, n.d.). 
The bold lines of the back contrast with the slender legs 
and relatively narrow seat (M H Furniture Holdings Ltd, 
n.d.). It’s definitely an eye-catching piece on top of offering 
a reasonable degree of comfort (M H Furniture Holdings 
Ltd, n.d.). The render that follows this essay is meant to em-
phasize just that. The chair in a pedestal makes its dynamic 
even more obvious, its height even more evident. The light 
coming from above further adds to the dramatism of the 
piece, gracing it with an almost royal flare. 

Hill House Chair 

The Carnival of Venice is one of the best-known festivals all 
around the world. It’s beautiful performances, richly detailed 
outfits and masks are some of the most inspiring pieces I’ve 
ever seen. The origin of this carnival is also something that 
deeply captivated me, not only because the event dates back 
to the thirteenth century but also because it attracted revel-
ers from across the globe, eager to change their names and 
trade their titles for the mask’s anonymity (Johnson, 2011, 
p.14).
What is so fascinating to me about this carnival is that it 
mixed all social ranks together. Most of us can agree that 
by using a mask we are liberated from the social inhibitions 
keeping us from acting entirely according to our own free 
will. For many, the concept of a perhaps more progressive 
community willing to suspend convention shows Venetians 
were ahead of their time. Might we find sources of the mod-
ern self in this carnival city? Did their celebrations reveal 
human nature freed from social constraint? (2011, p.14) I 
personally believe so.
The photo I chose is Giandomenico Tiepolo’s painting The 
Minuet. My decision came down to how perfectly The Minuet 
captures the carnival in a moment of pure joy. I was mesmer-
ized by the wide array of costumes shown: giant white hats 
tower over a pair of Pulcinella noses, a Turk’s striped turban 
rises nearby, a black-masked Arlecchino holds a baton over 
his shoulder, and women appear in full and half-masks. The 
Carnival turned Venice into a stage and made everyone a 
performer (Johnson, 2011, p.31).

Carnival of Venice
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Photo: https://universes.art/es/art-destinations/venecia/museums/ca-rez-
zonico) 

Photo: http://www.vanlandschoote.com/furniture/africa-chairs-by-afra--
tobia-scarpa-

The great venetian heritage preserves among its streets 
dozens of palaces of the old aristocratic families that give 
us an idea of the historical economic and artistic richness 
of the city. Ca’ Rezzonico is one of those witnesses full of 
history of greatness and decadence, from its construction in 
the middle of the 17th century until today.
The Bon family commissioned the work to Baldassare Long-
hena, contemporary architect and sculptor to other greatest 
names of the Italian Baroque such as Bernini, who was born 
and studied in Venice with Vincenzo Scamozzi, a disciple of 
Andrea Palladio, and who later established himself as one of 
the most known architects of the city.
However, Filippo Bon’s financial problems delayed the works 
for years, which coincided with the death of the architect 
in 1682, who was unable to complete the project; which 
caused that the palace was deteriorating almost more than 
half a century due to the decline of the family.
Gianbattista Rezzonico, banker and merchant from a family 
that had bought their title years ago, acquired the palace 
in 1750 and had it finished by Giorgio Massari, another of 
the greatest architects of his time, who finished the build-
ing only 6 years later, at the time when the family achieved 
great prestige with the proclamation as pope of the son of 
Gianbattista, Clemente XIII.
With the end of the Rezzonicos, the palace passed through 
several prestigious families for years, some of which, in their 
worst moments, sold their movable heritage and the paint-
ings it housed, leaving it again empty and abandoned until 
from the XIX century was acquired by personalities such as 
the poet Robert Browning, or Cole Porter in 1926, whom we 
can imagine singing with his piano in the great hall, remem-
bering the greatness of his past parties.

For Tobia it should’t have been easy to find a place in ar-
chitecture and design away from the surname of his father 
Carlo Scarpa. It also didn’t have to be easy for Afra Bianchin 
to make a name for herself in a historically masculinized 
world and profession. However, since they were students 
at the University Institute of Architecture of Venice (IUAV), 
Afra and Tobia, who years later would form a marriage, also 
joined forces in the workplace, carving out a bright future in 
furniture design for many of the large international indus-
trial production companies.
One of these creations in common was the Africa Dining 
Chair, part of the Africa Artona Series which includes a 
matching dining table, armchairs or a sofa. This chair, made 
of walnut wood and upholstered in leather on the seat for 
Maxalto in 1975 stands out for its robustness, its symmetry, 
its clarity of lines tending to horizontality and the exoticism 
and the elegance in the combination of the brown tones of 
the wood and leather with the black circular patterns on its 
back made in two pieces.
Due to these characteristics, it’s easy to imagine her hosting 
guests at dinners in the most luxurious dining rooms of the 
Italian homes of the 70s, or as a current vintage decorative 
brooch in modern and sober lofts in dark tones, because if 
we can be sure of something, it is that Its design continues 
to remain attractive over time, like so many other great cre-
ations by the most renowned designers, among whom Afra 
and Tobia Scarpa have established themselves.

The Africa ChairCa’ Rezzonico
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According to its own phrase, the mint green enameled al-
uminium stool contains the ethereal signature of Philippe 
Starck as “the future is synthetic, synthetic, synthetic”.
Two w, not three, just two. It is not the beggining of a re-
search link, but the initials of his client. The W.W. Chair 
stems from a telephone conversation between the French 
designer and the film director Wim Wenders, who commis-
sioned a chair which would allow himself to work standing 
up. This type of relationship should not seem new, since 
contact between film directors and artists has always exist-
ed, for the sets to be designed for the movies.
More than a chair itself, this seat refers to nature. The sur-
real design of its lines is reminiscent of the flourishes of 
branches or roots which shoot sprouts. Just thinking of sit-
ting in it takes us to a scene of avoidance, idealization and 
back pain. 
We can not ignore the fact that this chair does not serve as 
a seat for the user, but to support itself while performing 
their tasks. This would explain its verticality and the ab-
sence of comfortable and rest elements.
This imaginative office furniture was warmly welcomed by 
Wenders, who made use of it for years, until it was handed 
over to the Wim Wenders Stiftung in 2012. Meanwhile, the 
design had been replicated in limited series, since 1990, 
thanks to the company Vitra at Weil am Rhein, Germany. 
In this case, it could be said, that the W.W. Chair is on the 
border between work of art and furniture design.

Philippe Starck - W.W. Chair (1990)

Since man exists, he has tried to capture his passage through 
the world thanks to the art of construction. Architectures 
speak to us about a bygone time or people’s memory, but 
stone and cement are, at times, as fragile as glass.
Venice is one of the cities with most cultural assets in the 
world. This makes it an idyllic vacation destination, as well 
as a visual witness to the history of a community. Heritage, 
for its part, is not only a visual element, but contains in itself 
values that exceed its own materiality. Artistic style, docu-
mentary, enviromental, educational or group membership 
are only a few examples of them.
Among the many examples of historical-artistic heritage 
in Venice, there is a significant case due to its checkered 
history: the campanile of San Marco. Although in 1902, the 
tower located in the main square of the Venetian city, al-
ready showed notable cracks, it was not intervened. Visitors’ 
weight made them grow, until one day the structure did not 
hold any more. Tons of materials and years of legacy were 
diluted in seconds. Visitors sitting on terraces, travelling in 
gondolas or Venetians from their own homes could witness 
the disaster, as it was a tragic movie, helpless.
This event hurted Venetians’ identity, who saw the symbol of 
their nation turned into mere rubble. Venice mourning the 
catastrophe, finally decided to rebuild it com’era e dov’era, so 
that the city would re-emerge strengthened after the disas-
ter, more united than before. 
In this way, heritage fulfills the function of reunifying and 
calming the pain of people, healing its history and project-
ing a prosperous future.

The collapse of a city’s history
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The gondolas are considered the most iconic and respect-
able images of Venice. Why is that? Well, primarily, Ven-
ice’s unique geography created a need for a new mean of 
transportation to go through the canals of the city. Due to 
the fact that throughout centuries their design changed, 
there are different types of gondolas. They are traditionally 
made in workshops called squeri. The most recent model 
is hand-manufactured since the 19th century and the boat 
maker is the Tramontin. 
Gondolas are 11 meters long flat-bottomed wooden boats. 
Their main form is asymmetric, improving maneuverability, 
making the gondolier’s job smoother because it’s easier to 
go straight (Autentica, 2020). Eight types of wood are used 
in its construction: fir, oak, elm, larch, walnut, linden, ma-
hogany, and cherrywood(Venetia, 2020). They have wooden 
benches and some are stuffed with foam, making it a com-
fortable place to sit and enjoy the trip. Being a gondolier is 
passed down through generations, which makes the sight-
seeing in Venice even more fascinating, since you can see 
the main attractions plus the hidden places and interest-
ing facts that only the gondoliers know. There has only ever 
been one female gondolier and it was in 2010 (Gunning, 
2021). Gondolas used to have bright colors and kitsch dec-
orations but since 1609 when a decree was issued, they are 
strictly painted black. Battiloro’s gold art is the traditional 
decoration added to the boat. The Battiloro are the artisans 
who beat gold with a hammer until it is transformed into 
thin leaves(Venetia, 2019). This cultural and historical heri-
tage of Venice holds the most interesting stories and views 
to be seen and heard.

In this picture, we can see four chairs in the foreground. Tak-
ing a closer look, on the secondary planes, we can analyze 
the industrial architecture with exposed structural beams, 
stairs in burnt cement, a sculpture, glass walls, and an office 
with several Apple computers. We are looking at a timeless 
design. The 1975 chairs incorporate the recently taken pic-
ture. The preconceived idea of a timeless creation means 
that it is not affected by the course of time and life (Finney, 
2019), it remains iconic and aesthetically pleasing. 
Chairs were created as a place where people can sit. Its in-
tent is to be used by a single person. Commonly it has four 
legs and has a backrest to support the back. The Africa Chair 
is a dining chair, and it was created by Carlo Scarpa, his son 
Tobia Scarpa and Tobia´s wife Afra Scarpa.
They are included in the Artona collection by Maxalto 
(Pamono, 2021), a name that derivates from the venezian 
expression “Massa alto” which means “the highest”, in Ita-
ly (Keane-Cowell, 2021). This collection was the brand’s 
first line. The typology of the furniture ranges from chairs 
to tables and coffee tables to sofas and others. The Africa 
Chair is made from walnut wood, black leather, and brass. 
The general dimensions are 56x49x78.5cm and the seat’s 
height is 45cm. The back of the chair carries two important 
details, foremost every chair has the manufacturer’s mark 
impressed, hereafter the drawing in the back that under-
lines the natural form of the tree that it is made from – 
walnut tree (1srDibs, 2021). From the inclination of the seat 
to the details on the back and construction of the legs and 
seat support system, this chair is a timeless piece of fur-
niture since its essence is the technological and material 
simplicity as well as its cohesive concept.

The Africa ChairThe unique gondolas of Venice 
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In 1936 the architect and designer Frank Lloyd Wright be-
gan the project of the S.C. Johnson and Son Administration 
Building in Racine, Wisconsin. Two year later, the building 
and their 40 different pieces of furniture was finished. Our 
chair was a part of this integral project and shows us the 
importance of harmony with the surroundings, even paying 
attention to colour, with the building’s characteristic Cher-
okee Red. Wright uses the circle as an organic form, dupli-
cating it for the seat and backrest, and finishing the design 
with the curvatures of the circle for the legs. Originally, the 
version was heavier, but finally its design was lightening. 
In addition, we have to take into account that we can find 
two versions of the chair, one with three and another with 
four legs. The first had stability problems because the work-
er had to be in a specific position, with both legs on the 
ground, to achieve balance. It is useful if we think about 
postural hygiene, but complicated to maintain in practice.
In short, this chair is a symbol of integral aesthetics and 
design together with functionality. Beauty and functionality 
are often seen as a dichotomy. At one extreme, extravagant 
shapes that only seek the aesthetic impression. In the other, 
functional designs that forget the importance of enjoyment 
and the positive attitudes that a beautiful environment cre-
ates in the human being. In this case, Frank Lloyd Wright 
not only takes into account the location, beauty and func-
tionality, but also takes the user himself as a participant in 
the design, completing it.

Chair for Johnson & Son, Frank Lloyd 
Wright, 1936

Climate change is a growing and at the same time forgotten 
threat that affects and will affect multiple factors on our 
planet globally, including cultural heritage.
There are many aspects in which climate change can affect 
culture, Venice is just one example of the great dimension 
it encompasses. The city has periodically suffered from the 
effect of the “acqua alta”, a great rise in the tide in spring 
and autumn that brings floods. Despite the fact that the first 
ones dated and attributed to this phenomenon date back to 
the 6th century, in recent years the rise in sea level, as well 
as the increase in previously specific climatic disasters, have 
caused more and more frequent and more serious floods. To 
these factors are also added other aspects of the degrada-
tion of the lagoon at the hands of the human being, such as 
the works in the port and in the canals to allow the entry of 
large cruise ships.
Faced with this situation, the position is not unanimous, just 
as the vision of heritage and its conservation over time has 
not been. The article “Let her sink” published in the New York 
Times in 1975 defended the possibility of stopping trying 
to save the city and still has many followers today. On the 
other hand, in 2020 the MOSE dam system was inaugurated, 
a great engineering work whose main task is to alleviate the 
effects of “acqua alta”. Apart from these disputes, we must 
think that the degradation of heritage is not only due to a 
natural degradation due to the passage of time, but that the 
human being is accelerating it every time, and that the ac-
tions that are carried out try to mitigate the effects devastat-
ing, but rarely encompass the initial causes.

Water, essence and threat of the city 
of Venice
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Photo: https://lh5.googleusercontent.com/p/AF1QipNV15y2Cmj5t7aioI-
daczQoSQabCePYzvqk1QOj=h1440 

Photo: https://www.vitra.com/en-br/magazine/details/original-standard

It is all connected. Either by spices, tourists or bridges. The 
dominant parameter has changed through time and history. 
Venice, she is defined by countless parts, born as though 
from nothing. Yet an independent shard of history. Connect-
edness. Every building becomes a sticking plaster. A puzzle 
of man-made watercourses and passages. A labyrinth of 
channels only to get lost. It is all connected.  
They hammered the ocean with large wood nails and teth-
ered their fears to poles. Desperation. They hammered more 
for the palazzos and churches. To worship God with dry 
feet. Sacrosanct. Every building becomes a part of her true 
colours. Every building became a bit higher to counterbal-
ance the sinking and floods. A celebration of the dense and 
unique Byzantine, Gothic, Renaissance and baroque heri-
tage. It is all connected.
Not generated by the earth nor emerged from it – not an 
island-city. A fully-formed fabrication between sea and sky. 
Steady on stilts alone of her kind her shape and form is an 
‘elsewhere’. As an image of an earth-born city, she articulates 
unprecedented potentials in the midst of the lagoon. It is all 
connected.
Standing in all her grace, proud as her existence is no less 
than a miracle it all changed one tragic morning. Saint Mark’s 
Bell Tower collapsed falling without caution. In seconds the 
tallest structure, the master of the house came down only 
to reveal an intact foundation. Wood has turned into stone 
as a lagoon has turned into a city. It is not a fixed technique. 
Every structure is standing on wood poles as a human on 
a chair – trusting the supports performance. She is put to-
gether so desperately yet so exceptionally. She found the 
way to the art providing a riddle of inspiration only to be 
resolved by those who truly perceives her.   
How will we live together? Connected.

A place to sit. With the additional feature of a backrest, it 
becomes a chair. One of the most basic yet complex piec-
es of furniture. It is more than a sustaining object strong 
enough to support the weight of a user who sits on it, the 
subject. It is an object which makes synergies between body 
and space available as any atmospheric encounter and ex-
perience depend on the active body to sense it. Seated for 
contemplation. Seated for conversation. Seated for convic-
tion. The chair connects the body and space. Connectedness. 

The Standard Chair, Chair No. 4, by Prouvé. One seat, one 
backrest, four legs. So standard yet so significantly dis-
tant from other chair designs. Standard not to be confused 
with basic. Standard in the sense of a masterpiece suited 
for industrial production. Standard in the sense of techni-
cal detailing and static considerations. The Standard Chair 
convincingly represents that aesthetics need to adhere to 
its structural requirements. A perfect representation of the 
connection between architecture and design, between tec-
tonics and aesthetics. Connectedness. 
   
It is all about strength, stress, stiffness and stability. As the 
seated body connects with the chair all said terms change. 
The Standard Chair becomes the object of a trusted sup-
porter. One seat, one backrest, four legs. The legs, observed 
in pairs there exists a formal contrast. Caused by the user’s 
upper body the hind legs take the most stress. Hollow sheet 
steel sections shaped like an aircraft wing has the widest 
measurements at the point where the leg meets the seat 
– that is, where the stress is greatest. The tapered shape 
downwards transfers the loads to the underlay, tapered up-
wards creates an accurate angle for the backrest.    
How will we live together? 
Connected

Standard Chair, Jean Prouvé, 1934Essay Venice: cultural heritage 
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Photo: Inspired by a family photo taken in 2001 Photo inspired by: https://www.casamsterdam.nl/shop/first-chair-by-mi-
chele-de-lucchi 

Striking and bold, this chair designed by Michele De Lucchi 
in 1983 for Memphis is a unique accent piece. The Mem-
phis designers incorporated geometric forms and color in 
their response to the modernist philosophy, which they dis-
dained for its rational, unemotional, functionalist approach 
to design. The goal was a more diverse aesthetic, to provoke 
people with their decor and ironic shapes. 
 
The sophisticated design of the “First Chair” evokes plane-
tary orbits in a combination of enameled wood and metal, 
creating silver, blue, and black elements connecting to each 
other, to create the seat and cut-out backrest. DeLucchi 
created a chair that is both post-modern sculpture and a 
furniture.

FIRST CHAIR BY MICHELE DE 
LUCCHI - MEMPHIS MILANO

Venice evokes emotions like no other place can. A sense of 
liberation from all ordinary and logic, a sense of inexplicable 
but blissful longing and a vague notion of the perfection it 
constitutes of art, nature, astonishment, grandeur, intricacy, 
triumph, and melancholy, when all are fused into one all. - 
James Morris 
 
Venice showcases the many examples of architectural styles 
that forms a living museum of European architecture. The 
creation of the city was inspired by Byzantine art and archi-
tecture, with a foundation of Greek, Roman and Oriental art. 
The Byzantine style was over time replaced by a Gothic style, 
where the overall character became vertical and celestial; 
columns, arches and vaults draw the gaze upwards. However, 
the city has suffered an evil fate. The decay is widespread 
throughout Venice, which has been the victim of both un-
controlled industrial development and a completely delib-
erate neglect. 
 
It is too late to save the old sinking city, and to understand 
why, one must go back to the time when the neglect of the 
city began. Back in the 1960s, the levels of the Adriatic Sea 
changed, while the land area of Venice sank. From then till 
today the sinking has continued, and it is unknown how long 
the city will survive. 
 
The people of Venice as well as tourists must cherish the city 
in its precious time as a large, inhabited museum. 

VENICE - A LIVING MUSEUM OF 
EUROPEAN ARCHITECTURE
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Photo: https://www.flickr.com/photos/gaspa/569295693/ Photo: https://www.einrichten-design.com/en_en/ant-chair-fritz-hansen-
quick-ship.html

Stairs are everywhere in Venice. They are outside on squares, 
in front of palaces and in their interiors. They were used 
as bridges and on gathering places. The question of their 
right proportions lay in dissertations of great architects of 
Renaissance and 20th century. As a first use, for which they 
are intended, climbing pops into our minds. But the act of 
raising into the building or between the floors is very ac-
tive one. The same is valid for climbing over the bridge. We 
are moving past the river. But what, if we think about them, 
as thousands of people do every day in Venice, as a chair. 
stair=chair. If uncomfortable at first, they provide cold re-
cluse for our bottom on a sunny summer day. In contrast 
with sitting in a cafe, where prices are skyrocketing and 
where we found ourselves more in a touristy atmosphere 
then in a natural habitat of Venetians, the stairs throw us 
in the center of happening. If we choose staircase to the 
Doge’s Palace, so called Scala dei Giganti, we put ourselves 
into the center o architecture. We become part of them, and 
in the same instance we create public space, which is free 
for all. We are no longer dependent on the entrance ticket 
or price of a cappuccino to enjoy our quiet moment. We can 
literally feel the stone, which was made by stone workers 
more than 400 years ago. But of course this thinking is too 
idealistic, since Scali are closed for public, and to reinforce 
this rule, steel fence is built around them. If we sit on one 
of many bridges, some passer-by will soon quietly or not so 
quietly judge us about our barbaric intentions. But shouldn’t 
stairs acquire new meaning and purpose? And provide much 
needed free public space?

Ant Chair model 3100 is a chair designed by Arne Jacobsen 
in 1952. It was designed for Danish pharmaceutical com-
pany Novo Nordisk, and a second commission for Jacobsen, 
since he already designed their factory in 1935. 
The chair itself is important for numerous reasons. First of 
them is its representation of beginning of Jacobsen’s career 
as industrial designer. Importance also lays in the design of 
the chair itself. Its intended use was in a canteen of a Novo 
company, and Jacobsen achieved numerous goals with it. As 
the name itself applies, his inspiration came from nature. 
The chair, with its outline, resembles the shape of an ant 
with its head raised. Inspiration for the three legs comes 
from agricultural heritage, since his main model was a de-
sign of Danish stools, which were made to stand firmly on 
uneven floors of Danish farmhouses. In the end he combined 
this with practical use, since the shape of a chair enabled 
them to be stackable, which made a process of cleaning or 
setting up the canteen much easier. This also enabled that 
legs became less easily entangled. 
If put into context of canteen dining and relaxing, we can 
easily envision, that resting on this kind of chair is also 
made more comfortable. The shape of a seat is adjusted to 
humans back, and is most wide in the upper section, where 
the pressure from leaning backward is most powerful, 
which provides strong support to a seating person. Design 
also enables a person to bend legs less and have them in 
more comfortable position. 
With all this we can easily admit, that Ant Chair not only 
provides physical pleasure of seating, but also aesthetic 
pleasure of just observing organic design with inspiration 
from tradition and nature. 

ANT CHAIR MODEL 3100 by Arne 
Jacobsen, 1951-1952

CULTURAL HERITAGE IN VENICE: 
STAIRS
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It is made of dark wood. The basis is geometrical. Lad-
der-like horizontal lines go from the bottom way up above 
where a human head would rest and end with a grid. From 
up-front, it seems two dimensional, but a closer look re-
veals that the seat is actually curved, so the chair occupies 
a different, less rigid volume in space. However, a low and 
rather small upholstered seat and elongated back do not 
really call for a rest. Instead of enabling comfort, Hill House 
Chair primarily decorates the space.
Charles Rennie Mackintosh designed it exclusively for the 
main bedroom of the Hill House (1902–1904) in Helens-
burg near Glasgow. He made two of a kind. One occupied 
space between two wardrobes while the other marked an 
entry to the most intimate area with a bed under the vault-
ed ceiling. The precise positioning of both of them indicates 
that the Hill House Chair was not meant to be just an ob-
ject to sit on, but objet d’art. Inspired by Japanese simplicity 
and timelessness, the chair was incorporated into a white 
interior, resembling a garden, with stylised rose as leitmotiv 
appearing on closet door, glass lamp, carpet, curtains and 
walls. Blossoms were neatly arranged in a framework and 
so was the custom-made chair, inseparable from the archi-
tecture it still belongs to.
Let’s imagine how this bedroom would have looked like 
without the two slender chairs. And how differently would 
we perceive Hill House Chair outside its original environ-
ment. In both scenarios, either of Mackintosh’s works – the 
chair or the house – would loose its full meaning. Because 
they were designed simultaneously and meant to stay to-
gether indefinitely. Recently built construction that covers 
Hill House does not favour the exterior, but it will – at least 
– protect the building from moisture and preserve the mas-
terpiece as a whole.

Hill House Chair 

I remember my first time at the Venice Biennale, feeling 
privileged and lost at the same time. It was a freezing cold 
Saturday in November. The wind kept turning my umbrella 
around as if it was on a mission to prevent it from keeping 
me dry. I do not recall much apart from some model made 
of sand, extremely loud video on French modernism and nu-
merous tiny texts I could not understand. 
What stayed with me was this moment when I stepped out 
of the main pavilion and discovered its patio. I remember red 
ivy leaves overgrowing the brick walls, roof gently lying on 
the blocks seemingly trying not to burden them, rainwater 
falling down from the roof into a pond full of water lilies. I 
was observing those elements and felt a calming presence 
of a few other people, standing around contemplating. It is a 
cliché to say, but time really did stop. I felt sober. Everything 
felt in place, so human-scaled and in the right amount un-
explainable. 
Since then, I have returned to the patio four times, on Sat-
urdays in November, without exception. Each time I under-
stood more of the exhibition and less about life. However, 
I have never intentionally studied the patio. In fact, I start-
ed paying attention to Carlo Scarpa’s architecture only last 
summer while travelling around Veneto. Gradually, I devel-
oped a deep respect for the architect. For me, his subtle in-
terventions are the opposite of monumental churches and 
palaces in Venice. They are a counterweight to the crowded 
streets, the gondoliers, the Carnival and all the pomp, yet 
they carry the essence of the region, shown in precious ma-
terials, water elements, melancholy. Scarpa’s projects might 
be inconspicuous, but they should not be overlooked.

Cultural Heritage in Venice
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Image source: https://globetrender.com/2021/03/15/venice-con-
trol-room-will-monitor-tourists-to-combat-overtourism/

Image source: https://www.vitra.com/en-gb/product/standard

Venice is a city that receives many tourists daily. Every year 
there are around 600 large ships that dock there, this cor-
responds to 30 000 new tourists par day in the streets of 
Venice. Venice is made of 118 small Island between which 
canals pass and which are united by 400 bridges.
However, this number of tourists can have a bad impact. The 
places are usually overcrowded. In this image you can see 
many people wandering in the space which, despite being 
large, becomes small for the number of tourists that receive.
And also, because of that and the lack of public seats, tour-
ists used to sit in public places such as the margins of the 
channels, in front of cafes, in the middle of squares to relax 
and contemplate the landscape, to eat the lunch, a snack or 
drink a coffee. There’s a reason for that. Apart the chairs that 
belong to commercial spaces (cafes and restaurants), there 
are practically no places where people can sit.
In this way, the city began to fine tourists for sitting or eat-
ing in public spaces such as stairs, squares and others. For 
example, Piazza San Marco and Rialto Bridge are places 
where this is evidently not allowed.
Piazza San Marco, located in the heart of Venice, is a public 
square surrounded by famous buildings such as St. Mark’s 
Basilica and the Doge’s Palace. It is about 180 meters long 
and 70
meters wide. Interestingly, it is the lowest point in Venice 
and for this reason, when there are floods, the square is 
flooded, they put alternative platforms for people to circu-
late.

Can you think about a chair? There are plenty of chairs in 
the world, each one has her own characteristics. Jean Prou-
vé created the “Standard Chair” in 1934, for Vitra. Based on 
the fact that when we sit down, we exert more pressure 
on the back part of a chair. This force is discharged into 
the back legs. This particular chair shows this discharge in 
the back legs clearly. The front legs are thin tubular metal 
and make an angle close to 90º, while the back legs have a 
more opened angle and they are a triangular shaped metal. 
There is also a version known as Standard Chair SP (“Siège 
en plastique”- “Plastic seat”, in english) that as it says has the 
seat and the back in plastic. When I first look for the pictures 
of the standard chair the first memory that came to my mind 
was the school chairs. They are very similar to these ones if 
you don’t look at the back legs, which makes the Standard 
Chair so unique.
These legs details on the Standard Chair gives it an ele-
gance and simplicity that sets it apart and makes it easi-
ly identifiable and ideal for offices. Besides the ones that 
have the seat and the back in plastic there is also the ones 
in wood. This chair also uses few materials, facilitating the 
production steps.

Standard Chair, Jean Prouvé (1934)Overtourism in Venice: The case of 
Piazza San Marco
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The Diamond Chair, one of the classics of modern furniture 
design, was envisioned by Harry Bertoia in early 1950s. As 
a multimedia artist, with artworks spanning from sculpture 
to sound sculpture, it seems to have been the material in 
relation to the human body that intrigued Bertoia. A play 
of shape and form, the chair is constructed from a simple 
starting point of a rhombus-shaped wire rack, developing 
into the perfect union of organic shapes and industrial 
rawness of material. Taking its name from diamonds, which 
are essentially carbon under pressure, the Diamond Chair 
showcases diamond forms in its overall shape as well as 
the gaps between the wire grid. The wire is designed to 
adapt to the body completely, offering support to the sitter 
in order for them to lounge comfortably. Resting on a steel 
frame, which, when viewed from the side, conducts two 
trapezoid shapes, the wire frame seems sturdy, sharp and 
cold, almost uninviting. It is its shape that yields to the hu-
man body, encloses it, wraps it in, creates a nest-like form. 
Ironically, the wire grid is not only composed of metal, but 
of the free space between the steel rods too. This creates 
an intricate contrast between the hard material of the wire 
grid and the legs on which it rests on the one hand, and the 
flowing organic form, derived from the outline of a human 
on the other. The clash between natural and industrial is 
the very essence of the Diamond Chair.

Diamond model 421LU, Harry Bertoia, 
1950-1952

Piazza San Marco at around midday. A crowd of people lined 
up in the procession of the True Cross and in a museum 
queue. One square, two sights half a millennium apart – so 
similar in form, yet so different in essence. What connects 
them are the people moving slowly, waiting patiently, want-
ing to see, to touch, to experience something unique, some-
thing one of a kind. This is what cultural heritage is – a dis-
tinctive piece of history special enough to be recognised as 
worthy of being preserved for the future.
When thinking about cultural heritage and Venice, it is im-
mediately clear that it is impossible to separate the two 
terms. Venice as a city is so intertwined with heritage sites 
and objects that it seems impossible to imagine it being any 
different. Indeed, it is cultural heritage which makes Venice 
what it is – a true gem, a place of living history and endless 
charm. But is Venice really Venice when it caters to the needs 
of the masses with one-hour walking tours, cheap menus 
and plastic souvenirs?
Human curiosity has not changed a bit. Having evolved 
from miraculous objects and holy relics, it is precisely cul-
tural heritage that is the object of human attention today 
– both in Venice and elsewhere. Ironically, the crowds that 
give meaning to cultural heritage also poise the biggest 
threat to its existence. Finding the delicate balance between 
making available and limiting, between mass and niche, be-
tween destroying and protecting is the goal – the question 
remains, whether this goal is attainable at all.

Cultural heritage in Venice
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